
ATLAS/IPM Webinar #
Ques # Webinar Question Response

1 Describe Changing address for Garaging, Residential, 

and Mailing.

In the IPM Portal, the only address that is available to be changed is the Garaged 

Address. Customer’s must initiate a change of Residential or Mailing address 

through either MyRMV or at a Service Center.

2 Is there any difference in the process between 

Individual and Commercial policy

Garaging Address changes are independent of whether the customer has a 

Commercial or Individual Policy.

3 What is the cost for changing an address? Change of Address is a no cost transaction, whether it is done on the portal, through 

MyRMV, or at a Service Center.

4 If you change address thru portal, how do you obtain 

revised Registration for insured?

The only address allowed to be changed through the portal is the Garaged Address. 

If the customer requests a new document with the updated address, they can 

request a Replacement Registration through MyRMV, or at a Service Center.

5 What is the cost for changing an address? Change of Address is a no cost transaction, whether it is done on the portal, through 

MyRMV, or at a Service Center.

6 Please send a list of mailboxes available for support 

issues

Assists with activation of logons, reset passwords, adding credentials

   • RMVbusinesspartners@dot.state.ma.us

Provides Insurance Policy Management Support, including Business Portal, batch 

and web service issues

   • Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us

Assists with Section 5 inquiries

   • Section5.registry@dot.state.ma.us

Available Transactions in eServices

Changing Address

Support Mailboxes/links/CBT's
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7 Please list out all the transactions by user permission.  •IPM Update - Add/update/delete policies, change garaging address, cancel    

registration                                                                                                                                                      

•SDIP and IPM Update - Add/update/delete policies, change garaging                              

address, cancel registration, Add Insurance Claim, Add a Formal Inquiry, Add an Out 

of State Incident, Run an Informal Inquiry

•SDIP Informal Inquiry - Run an Informal Inquiry, change garaging address, cancel 

registration

• SDIP Informal Inquiry and Update - Change garaging address, cancel registration, 

Add Insurance Claim, Add a Formal Inquiry, Add an Out of State Incident, Run an 

Informal Inquiry

•SDIP Informal Inquiry and IPM Update - Change garaging address, cancel 

registration, Run an Informal Inquiry, Add/update/delete policies

•View Only - Change garaging address, cancel registration

8 Does a customer HAVE to put the Dot# on his 

commercial truck over 10001 lbs.?

• Any registrant that has a commercially registered vehicle (to mean a commercial 

plate) with a registered weight of 10,001 or more (11,000 since we do everything to 

the next highest 1,000) lbs is required to have a DOT number.

• Whether a company operates intrastate (meaning business is conducted solely 

within Massachusetts) or operates interstate (conducting business between states), 

a company must obtain the DOT number directly on-line at the FMCSA website.

9 What is the email address for obtaining DOT #'s https://www.mass.gov/regulatory-bulletin/new-usdot-number-requirement-for-

intrastate-cmvs

10 USDOT for commercial vehicles that are under 10,001 

are not required...will these still be able to bypass after 

February?

Yes

11 If a vehicle needs a DOT # will a renewal registration 

form still be mailed to the owner if they do not have a 

DOT #?

Yes

DOT
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12 You are going to have to review the DOT requirements 

for non-commercial vehicles over 10,000 lbs. We heard 

"our client has to go to the RMV to process these but 

they will not need a DOT number." Is this correct?

The RMV does not collect DOT information.

13 One last question. I had an insured who applied for a 

dot number yesterday but the system isn’t recognizing 

it when we tried to renew. Is there a set time frame n 

which it will be recognized by the system? And he can 

renew his plate?

The DOT # is associated to a specific FID or SSN, and that exact combination needs 

to be entered for the system to recognize it. As for the DOT # timeframe, you may 

want to contact FMCSA to obtain their processing standards.

14 Are their additional fees w/receiving a DOT number? A 

client was contacted saying she had to pay $175 per 

driver?

No, there is no charge to obtain this number from the USDOT-FMCSA.

15 Can we see if a customer has a DOT # on current 

registration?

No

16 What is a TIN number? Who needs this? The taxpayer identification number (TIN) is a 9-digit number assigned to tax-paying 

businesses and other entities for identification, reporting, and record-keeping 

purposes. The TIN helps the IRS keep track of these entities and manage their tax 

accounts.

17 Can a person get fined for not having a DOT #? Yes

18 IF they operate their business dealings totally in Mass 

BUT they use their company truck to go out of state for 

vacation weeks or weekends do they still need DOT #

Whether a company operates intrastate (meaning business is conducted solely 

within Massachusetts) or operates interstate (conducting business between states), 

a company must obtain the DOT number directly on-line at the FMCSA website

19 Does the US DOT requirement apply to a trailer that is 

greater than 10k+. Are trailers considered commercial if 

they are on a commercial policy?

A DOT # is not required for the trailer, it is only required for the vehicle towing the 

trailer. But yes, trailers on commercial policies are considered commercial.

Reporting Requirements
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20 What is the requirement that determines if a plate 

should be commercial or private passenger?

(a) The vehicle has a gross vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight rating 

of 10,001 or more pounds; or

(b) The vehicle is designed to transport more than 15 passengers, including the 

driver; or

(c) The vehicle is used in the transportation of hazardous materials in a quantity 

requiring placarding in accordance with the Hazardous Materials Regulations of the 

United States Department of Transportation. Any commercial motor vehicle that 

singularly has a gross vehicle weight rating of 10,001 pounds or less and is designed 

to meet emissions standards, shall be submitted for an emissions inspection in 

addition to all applicable safety inspection requirements; or

(d) A single, full or semi-trailer, used in commerce, with a manufacturer's gross 

vehicle weight rating over 3,000 lbs; or

(e) Any vehicle which has a vehicle weight, or curb weight, of more than six 

thousand pounds, as per the manufacturer's description of said vehicle, unless such 

vehicle is a sport utility vehicle or passenger van, or a pickup truck or cargo van 

meeting the definition of private passenger vehicle; or

 (f) Any vehicle which has five or more wheels on the ground.

21 When will the weight for under 14,000 for a PAN plate 

go into effect.

This has not been determined

22 Can a one ton dually have a private passenger plate if 

the vehicle weight is under 14,000lbs?

No

23 Number of seats and or passengers is a problem for 

commercial accounts. It says in the registry when I 

helped renew a plate it states 0 but never gave us a way 

to change it

The number of seats/passengers field is dependent on plate type.  Some plate types 

(e.g. SBN) capture the number of seats/passengers while other plate types (e.g. 

CON) do not.

24 Does a 6 wheeled pickup truck, used non commercially 

under 14000lbs Have to have commercial plates?

Any vehicle which has five or more wheels on the ground requires commercial 

plates.

25 ` Yes, but a date for this communication has not yet been determined.

Locating Vehicle Details
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26 Where do I find all the vehicle details? Vehicle Details can be found by searching for the vehicle, then selecting the Vehicle 

Detail subtab.

27 Is there a way to find the FID# of a leased car on the 

Portal? I had to submit a new business policy to a 

carrier yesterday and was not able to locate the needed 

FID#.

If the vehicle is leased, the Leasing Company will be listed as the Primary Lessor in 

the Owners subtab. The name of the leasing company will be a hyperlink that can be 

selected. If you select the name of the leasing company, it will direct you to a page 

that has an attributes box in the upper right hand corner. The company FEIN/FID will 

appear there.

28 On the Cancel Plate screen it showed a P/R refund, will 

a refund be automatically sent to registrant?

Yes, the customer will receive a refund check in the mail.

29 Is the projected abatement amount processed and will 

be mailed to consumer or is that simply a projected 

amount and they still need to fill out the abatement 

form?

The refund will automatically be sent to the customer. No need for the customer to 

fill out a form.

30 had a customer that canceled a plate that was already 

renewed for next year, but it did not show that there 

was a refund to be issued. If that happens should we 

complete a refund form?

Please provide the plate # or VIN for this registration.

31 If car is a leased car, insured pays for the plate renewal. 

If he cancels his leased car plate does the plate refund 

go to lease company or lessee

The plate refund is returned to the owner, which would be the lease company in this 

example.

32 Are we able to see if a cancelled policy has earned 

premium like we used to be able to with UPA

If there is a premium associated with the policy, the amount will display on the 

policy information.

33 When changing carriers on a vehicle should we send 

client to RMV with a RTA form to change carrier or is it 

okay to stamp their current Reg to show current 

carrier?

Changing carriers does not require a change to the registration, so no form is 

required in this case. The old RMV-1 and RMV-3 forms can no longer be used for any 

purpose.

Abatement Amounts

Changing Insurance Carrier
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34 Is a new registration mailed out when an insurance 

company changes?

An updated registration is only sent out at the request of the customer and requires 

payment of a $25.00 fee.

34 Will it ever be possible to confirm insurance via ATLAS? Insurance information can be confirmed via the eServices portal.

36 When we look up a client's insurance information, how 

do we know which one is their policy?

Any insurance policy information can be found under the INSURANCE tab on a 

vehicle record. There is a SHOW HISTORY and HIDE HISTORY link that can be 

selected to show or hide history.

38 How can you tell if there is an outstanding balance on a 

previous policy? We need to collect old balances before 

writing new business and I can't find that information

To confirm whether or not there is an outstanding balance on a previous policy, you 

would access the eServices Portal and select “Search for a Policy” in the menu. 

Policy Number, Company Code, Policy Type and Effective Date are all required fields 

for looking up this information via the Portal. Once “Search” is selected and policy is 

found, click on the policy hyperlink in blue next to “Policy Number”. All policies 

associated with the current owner/registration will be presented under “Policies” 

and will display any amounts owed under the “Unpaid Premium” column to the far 

right. Unpaid Premium will be displayed for each policy/policy term. When utilizing 

this information, please note that there may be multiple rows of data for the same 

policy. The current row has Policy Holder and Term Effective Date in blue font.

39 Are we also able to find out the reason that a policy was 

cancelled?

To determine the policy cancellation reason (if present), you would search for the 

Policy Number in question and click on the Term Effective date hyperlink for the 

policy/term in question. If it has been provided, the policy cancellation reason will 

appear under the “Cancel Reason” column.

40 I was looking up for current and history of insurance to 

see reason codes and it didn't say. Will this be updated 

so we know why a policy has been cancelled (i.e.: plate 

cancelled, non-payment, etc.)

If you select the policy and choose the Term Effective link, it will display the policy 

information page. The reason for the cancellation, if present, will display on that 

page.

Confirming insurance

Cancel Policy
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41 Please clarify an agent’s authority to cancel insured 

registration?

All IPM User ID’s have access to cancel a registration. It is up to the agency’s 

discretion if they want to process a plate cancellation for their customer.

42 Does the agent need to dispose of the plates they 

cancel?

We currently instruct the customer to bend the plate so that it cannot be used in the 

future.

43 when a vehicle is totaled and the title is now in the 

name of the insurance company, does the clients plate 

automatically become inactive

Currently, there is an issue where the client’s plate is being set to Inactive under this 

scenario. We have a fix in the queue to change this process, as the client should be 

able to transfer their plate to a new vehicle. We do not have an ETA for this fix.

44 So to be clear is it ok for the agent to cancel a plate for 

the insured under the portal?

All IPM User ID’s have access to cancel a registration. It is up to the agency’s 

discretion if they want to process a plate cancellation for their customer.

45 If an insurance agent cancels a plate thru the eportal 

and they get just the confirmation letter, will the cities 

and towns accept the confirmation letter to for 

example, abate an excise tax?

The registrant will receive the plate cancellation receipt via mail and can use that 

receipt for abatement purposes if they choose.

46 What is the email address to send what we would like 

to see on the plate return receipt?

Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us

47 How do you cancel a plate when the vehicle has already 

been registered by another person?

You can search for the plate number and when the results are returned, you will see 

the vehicle that the plate was associated with and a VIEW PAST OWNERSHIP link. If 

you select that link, you will be taken to the specific record and are able to cancel 

the plate if appropriate.

48 Do we need signed cancellation requests to cancel No

49 I thought we were not allowed to cancel plates for 

customers.

All IPM User ID’s have access to cancel a registration. It is up to the agency’s 

discretion if they want to process a plate cancellation for their customer.

50 Can we help elderly insureds cancel registrations on the 

eservices portal, just not on My RMV?

Correct, MyRMV is ONLY to be used by the individual whose record is being 

updated.

Canceling Registration
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51 If we cancel a plate through the portal for a customer, it 

will give us only a confirmation and mail a plate cancel 

receipt to the customer, correct? We will not be able to 

print a plate cancel receipt at that time?

Correct. It has been proposed that any additional information required on the 

confirmation be provided to the RMV for consideration.

52 I find that it can be very difficult to cancel a plate if the 

car has been registered to a new party. How can you 

easily cancel the plate of a prior owner? The system 

likes to default back to the new plate when you get to 

the cancel my plate option

We have added a VIEW PRIOR OWNERSHIP link when the results are returned from 

the search. If you select that link on the vehicle/plate that you are searching for, it 

will allow you to cancel the registration if eligible.

53 We have a lot of elderly customers who do not have Cancelling the registration via the IPM Portal does not require a customer email 

54 I didn't see where to see the date plates were cancelled On the vehicle springboard page (where the I WANT TO transactions are located), 

55 Hello!! Will you explain how we can get more info on 

cancel registration status reason for cancelation etc.

We do not capture the reason the registration was cancelled.

56 just want to be clear. There is an option for you to 

cancel the vehicle registration on ATLAS, so that means 

we can cancel the registration for the customer?

All IPM User ID’s have access to cancel a registration. It is up to the agency’s 

discretion if they want to process a plate cancellation for their customer.

57 Can a personal lines agent cancel a plate for an insured? 

I'm think I'm hearing "no". Please clarify

All IPM User ID’s have access to cancel a registration. It is up to the agency’s 

discretion if they want to process a plate cancellation for their customer.

58 Have we figured out how to cancel plates as a company 

with a "My RMV" login

Businesses can cancel plates by selecting Cancel My Registration, then selecting the 

“Continue as a business” link.

59 Can plate cancellation letters show name & vehicle 

details?

Requests for additional information to be added to the plate cancellation letter are 

being considered. Timeline for implementing any requested changes is TBD.

60 Is there a way to renew a registration through Eservices 

portal? Or only through My RMV on customer end?

Registration Renewals cannot be processed through the IPM portal. Customers must 

process the transaction through MyRMV.

Renewing Registration/Duplicate Registrations
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61 Can we print a duplicate registration? Duplicate or Replacement registrations cannot be processed through the IPM portal. 

Customers must process the transaction through MyRMV.

62 Can we renew APN plate online? Apportioned plates cannot be cancelled through the IPM portal.

63 Does someone need to pay for new plate, title and sales 

tax if needs to change from a DBA to the Personal 

Name (if not a corp or llc), when does this need to be 

done, now in December at time of renewal or can they 

wait to get the DOT # in February?

If a sole proprietor is in ATLAS as a DBA (due to having been this way in ALARS) there 

is no charge to change to individual name. 

While the new ATLAS system will not require the entry of DOT numbers  until 

February, DOT numbers are currently federally required based on gross weight and 

vehicle use.  DOT Numbers can be obtained from the Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration (FMCSA).

64 I ordered a duplicate registration for an insured and 

only received an emailed receipt. Where do I find the 

actual duplicate registration?

The duplicate registration is sent to the customer’s address on file. A customer can 

access their MyRMV Profile and print the registration from their account. Please 

Note, no one should be accessing a customer’s MyRMV profile except for that 

specific customer.

65 Are an odometer reading & name/address of original 

seller required when renewing registrations using RTA 

form?

Odometer reading and seller address are not required for a renewal.

66 Are odometer reading and/or name & address of No

67 Is it possible to confirm if a Farm Plate registration has 

been renewed? Thanks

Yes. Via the eServices Portal, you would search for the business by FEIN or name. 

Select the Business Name under “Results”. This will bring up a list of all vehicles ever 

associated with this account. Next, click on the vehicle hyperlink for any active 

plates you are trying to confirm. Select the vehicle you are trying to look up, and the 

Registration information will be presented on the next screen under the 

“Registration” box at the top middle. This section provides Registration Expiration 

Date and Registration Status.

68 DID THE PRR CHANGE? Yes, the format of the Plate Return Receipt (PRR) has changed slightly. That receipt 

is handed to the customer at the Service Center, or mailed to their address if 

cancelled online. If the plate was cancelled through the IPM portal, users will get a 

plate cancellation confirmation, which is different than the PRR.

69 Can you clarify that info about PRRs...? Did you say we No document needs to be signed.

Plate Return Receipt
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70 Can the agent print the PRR? I we cannot what is sent 

to the insurance company to delete vehicle?

Agents currently cannot print the PRR. A hard copy is printed and sent to the 

customer’s address on file.

71 Can the agent print the PRR? I we cannot what is sent 

to the insurance company to delete vehicle?

Agents currently cannot print the PRR. A hard copy is printed and sent to the 

customer’s address on file.

72 Can you display contact info on how to reset accounts 

in RMV Eservice portal?

Contact RMV security at RMV-DL-ISSecurity@dot.state.ma.us.

73 For agents that logged into myrmv on behalf of the 

client you said that they need to notify you to get the 

emails out. Can the RMV run a report to remove that 

agents email from all accounts?

Any agents that have logged onto MyRMV on behalf of a customer needs to contact 

us at Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us for us to reset the accounts.

74 Can you search for a vehicle by Title Number? There is currently no way to search for a vehicle by Title Number. We will consider it 

for a future release.

75 Can you search for a Lienholder address? There is currently no way to search for a Lienholder Address. We will consider it for 

a future release.

76 Please repeat where the lienholder can be found. The lienholder can be found under the Title tab on the vehicle record. There is a 

section at the bottom of the page for Lienholder.

77 How to read the SDIP points? The Merit Rating Board (MRB) is responsible for the Safe Driver Insurance Plan 

(SDIP). Please reach out to the MRB (mrb-dl-ftp@massmail.state.ma.us) with 

questions regarding SDIP.

78 How do you read the SDIP points? The Merit Rating Board (MRB) is responsible for the Safe Driver Insurance Plan 

(SDIP). Please reach out to the MRB (mrb-dl-ftp@massmail.state.ma.us) with 

questions regarding SDIP.

79

What about the trailer registrations that are renewed 

and not showing a carrier even if the renewal was 

stamped? This questions needs needs clarification.

Amounts Owing

Log in/User ID

Searching for a Vehicle

SDIP

Trailer Registrations
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80

What is the email address to change the insurance 

company for the trailers

In the event that an old and no longer active CAR code needs to be changed for a 

trailer, please send that request to the IPM mailbox Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us

81

Is a fix coming for the print jobs? When we run an 

informal inquiry the print job cuts off the answers to 

many fields (like name, license #)

The portal does not currently support a Printer Friendly option. Any printing issues 

are browser specific. We will consider it for a future release.

82

Will we be able to get NADA values on commercial 

vehicles in the future? No, but you can access this information on the NADA website.

83 Why doesn't the NADA value show all the values? A decision was made to display clean trade-in value only, if available.

84

Which value do you use for deciding tax (Sale price or 

Book value)

Book Value. There is a NADA check performed for clean trade-in value. If not 

available, next step is to check the NADA website. Otherwise, the sales price is used.

85

Are the municipal registrations going to have 

departments on them?

Most municipal registrations will have departments on them.  As part of data 

conversion, an effort was undertaken to identify the departments and groups 

accordingly.  But there may be some registrations where we did not have much 

information on and did not associate with a specific department.

86

I also do not see insurance companies listed under my 

municipalities.

Because many municipalities are self-insured, the RMV does not require 

municipalities to show insurance companies.

87 Is there a way or eventually going to be a way to submit Electronic vehicle registration is now available via the Electronic Vehicle Registration 

88

Tankers being rejected by registry looking for 2290 

forms- I thought 2290 was for self-propelled only- did 

this change?

A 2290 form should only be required for the power unit pulling the trailer. If you 

were asked for this on a trailer, please provide an example of the plate or VIN this 

was requested for. If a Service Center was visited, please also provide the location.

Additional Requests/Comments

Printing

NADA Values
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89

Can you explain the various codes for the Reg status in 

the e service portal? I was used to seeing pins, rev 

active and renew status through alar but now the atlas 

codes are different.

Secondary status’ other than Non-Renew are no longer used in ATLAS. We have 

added a Revocations/Suspensions sub tab under the Obligations tab to display the 

revocation reason. Also, under the Registrations tab, if you see a Commence date 

that starts in the future, that is an indicator that the customer has already renewed 

the registration.

90

When you enter the VIN for a registered vehicle it 

cannot be found on Atlas -if you enter insureds name 

on the registration the vehicle is not listed on Atlas as 

registered - if you enter the plate number it will appear 

as registered under the insureds name and VIN - why 

can we not pick up registered vehicle under name or 

VIN - thank you

We are aware of this issue and are currently looking into this. This issue is contained 

only to certain trailers.

91

how does a commercial business log into the MY RMV 

as it is a business name and not a personal name

Businesses do not have a MyRMV option at this time. Any plate cancellations done 

on a business entity will be mailed to the address on file.

92 Are we able yet to find reason for license suspension?

License Suspension information is not available through the portal. Only the dates of 

the suspension exists. We will consider it for a future release

93 Where do we find Date First Licensed.

Search for the individual by name and then select the Licensing tab and Licenses sub-

tab.

94

I do not see a place for the number of tires on the new 

RTA form. Number of tires is not required.

95

Will RMV2 forms still be accepted by the RMV or will 

the RTA forms be sent to the insureds?

New RTA forms are required except for some EVR transactions for a limited time. 

The forms are not sent out to the public but are available on MyRMV website.

96

I also couldn’t find where to see inspection information 

specifically the mileage recorded at last inspection

Conduct a vehicle Search. Click on the inspection tab, and you will see the odometer 

reading from the last inspection

License Suspension

Registration/Title Application

Inspection Info
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